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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This manuscript analyzes all the work related with the trials that the different partners have
carried out in order to test and evaluate the developments related with the PRESENT project.

Framestore resumed the processes realized in WP6 to develop the Virtual agent’s graphical
assets and operations in order to obtain an optimized animation pipeline. This started with a
synthesis of the neural network algorithm capable of reproducing the actor skin deformation in
real time, enabling the same quality results of post processing operations. The results of these
operations have been assessed in this document through the evaluation of the developed
optimization process. It has been carried out taking into consideration the following points:
fidelity of rig translation and rig evaluation speed, assessment of animator speed, assessment
of animation quality. The evaluation of these points has been performed with different
methodologies, and respectively: empirically through disparity visualisation comparison,
computationally through new developments speed assessment and qualitatively by the
evaluation of a senior animators expert panel.

The following FrameStore contribution has been the evaluation of the high-end Digidouble asset
production developed in WP3. This assessment has been carried out taking into consideration
the opinion of best digital characters creators professionals to ensure that the results are
comparable with the latest state of the art methodologies. The quality assessment has been
performed asking the experts to quantify their observations on the resulting digital human.

Afterwards Brainstorm assessed the integration of the Unreal 3D graphics engine with their
virtual set solution. The integration of these systems and the introduction of the virtual agent
led to the production of a sport show broadcast proof of concept in order to assess many
details and aspects and how these items influence the quality of the produced show. The main
issue of this experiment has been the introduction of a real presenter at the side of the virtual
agent. The simulation made it possible to reproduce many interesting interactions of the virtual
agent with the virtual environment and the real presenter and to assess them in order to
understand how to improve the virtual character and its related features.

To assess accurately the systems integration and the virtual agent performance, the following
characteristics have been taken into account for the assessment: graphic quality of Unreal and
eStudio render integrations, connection between agent and virtual set, agent response, virtual
scenario response, system operation, the audience quality of experience. For every
characteristic many different aspects to evaluate have been described and their evaluation
criteria defined.

The quantitative aspects assessment of the systems integration was performed by developers,
taking measurements on the working integrated solution.

Instead, for those aspects that needed a qualitative assessment, they have been classified
according to the following details: who is the actor whose perception is affected by the
considered aspect and the impact level that the aspect applies to the user experience.

The aspects were assessed by collecting the data extracted from two UX quantification
methodologies: a questionnaire for the audience (12 viewers interrogated) and a focus group
for the Virtual Set operators (4 operators involved).

This information was then analyzed in order to obtain action points to improve the systems
integration, the virtual agent performance and the involved users' experiences at different
levels.

The document finalizes with ICERT contribution where the developed virtual agent identity is
used to validate the identity registration service and proofing process through a set of
differentiated interactive sessions between a human (infocert UX and compliance experts
personnel pretending to be a real user) and the virtual agent.
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